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Abstract
Human psychophysical and electrophysiological evidence suggests at least two separate visual motion pathways, one tuned to a
lower and one tuned to a broader and partly overlapping range of higher speeds. It remains unclear whether these two different
channels are represented by different cortical areas or by sub-populations within a single area. We recorded evoked potentials at 59
scalp locations to the onset of a slow (3.5 ⁄ s) and fast (32 ⁄ s) moving test pattern, preceded by either a slow or fast adapting pattern
that moved in either the same direction or opposite to the test motion. Baseline potentials were recorded for slow and fast moving test
patterns after adaptation to a static pattern. Comparison of adapted responses with baseline responses revealed that the N2 peak
around 180 ms after test stimulus onset was modulated by the preceding adaptation. This modulation depended on both direction
and speed. Source localization of baseline potentials as well as direction-independent motion adaptation revealed cortical areas
activated by fast motion to be more dorsal, medial and posterior compared with neural structures underlying slow motion processing.
For both speeds, the direction-dependent component of this adaptation modulation occurred in the same area, located significantly
more dorsally compared with neural structures that were adapted in a direction-independent manner. These results demonstrate for
the first time the cortical separation of more ventral areas selectively activated by visual motion at low speeds (and not high speeds)
and dorsal motion-sensitive cortical areas that are activated by both high and low speeds.

Introduction
Motion processing is vital for most animals to interact with a dynamic
environment, whether for detecting moving prey, predators or partners,
for crossing streets without being hit by a car, or to intercept a moving
object. Even though we as observers might experience low and high
speeds as aspects of a continuous spectrum, human psychophysical
experiments have given rise to the idea of two separate motionprocessing pathways, one channel that is tuned to low temporal
frequencies and high spatial frequencies (low speeds) and one channel
that is tuned to a large bandwidth of high temporal frequencies and
low spatial frequencies (high speeds) (Kulikowski & Tolhurst, 1973;
Thompson, 1984; Anderson & Burr, 1985; Smith & Edgar, 1994;
Gegenfurtner & Hawken, 1996; van de Grind et al., 2001). [However,
see van Boxtel et al. (2006), who postulate that a single motion
channel may explain the entire range of perceived speeds.]
Several human psychophysical studies used motion adaptation to
study characteristics of these two channels. More speciﬁcally, these
studies focused on the motion aftereffect (MAE) (for a review see
Mather et al., 1998), a visual illusion caused by motion adaptation.
After prolonged exposure (i.e. at least several seconds) to a pattern
moving in a single direction, a stationary pattern may be experienced
as moving in the opposite direction to the adapting motion.
Interestingly, the speed of the adapting pattern and refresh rate of
the test pattern interact. Whereas low speeds are capable of evoking an
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MAE on static test patterns or patterns at low refresh rates (static
MAE), fast motion evokes an MAE on patterns with high refresh rates
(like ‘snow’ on a detuned television; dynamic MAE) (Verstraten et al.,
1998, 1999). These results show that the different channels for lowand high-speed motion can be adapted separately. The divergence
between both channels does not simply reﬂect a difference in
processing of two extremes of a single continuous speed or temporal
frequency range as, after simultaneous adaptation with a transparent
fast- and slow-moving pattern, a sharp turnover point in MAE
direction is observed at test pattern refresh frequencies of approximately 20 Hz. Furthermore, when the test pattern consists of
combined low and high temporal frequencies it is even possible to
perceive a transparent MAE (van der Smagt et al., 1999).
Recording of visually evoked potentials (VEPs) with electroencephalography (EEG) has become a valuable tool for studying
physiological structures underlying motion processing. Motion onset
evokes a typical negative peak with a latency of 150–200 ms, which is
often referred to as N2 or N200 (Probst et al., 1993; Kubova et al.,
1995; Niedeggen & Wist, 1998; Hoffmann et al., 1999; Lorteije et al.,
2006). Motion adaptation was used to study the processes underlying
this N2. Preceding motion onset with an adapting motion resulted in a
decrease of the N2 amplitude, which is evidence that this peak mainly
reﬂects motion processing (Bach & Ullrich, 1994). Part of this
reduction was direction dependent, i.e. it occurred for test directions
approaching the adapting motion direction but not for test directions
opposing the adapting direction (Bach & Hoffmann, 2000; Hoffmann
et al., 2001; Heinrich & Bach, 2003). Heinrich et al. (2004) combined
low and high adaptation speeds with low and high test speeds in the
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opposite or same directions. Adaptation was not only direction
dependent but also speed speciﬁc. This reduction was in accordance
with the speed dependence of the MAE and provided physiological
evidence for the existence of two separate speed channels. However,
as they used only three electrodes in their recordings, the authors could
not perform a source localization to establish whether the two channels
involved different anatomical regions.
To investigate whether a two-channel system is divided across
anatomical structures, we recorded VEPs from 59 scalp positions
for the baseline as well as adapted N2s, at both low and high
speeds. Together, these electrodes showed the distribution of the N2
across the scalp, for slow and fast baseline recordings, as well as
adapted N2s and difference potentials between conditions. The
scalp distribution of a VEP is dependent on the location and
orientation of the underlying neural structures in the brain. Brain
electric source analysis (BESA) modelling can be performed on
these distributions to estimate the relative location of the cortical
areas responsible for these scalp distributions. A number of
other studies have also localized VEP responses to motion,
using a variety of methods (e.g. Probst et al., 1993; ffytche
et al., 1995, 2000; Buchner et al., 1997; Wang et al., 1999; DelonMartin et al., 2006). Most of these, however, focus on speciﬁc
areas such as V5 or the primary visual area and ⁄ or time of arrival
of the motion signal in these areas. None, so far, have focused on
motion speed.
As a starting point we ﬁrst analysed possible adaptation effects on
the N2 amplitude both within and across high and low speeds, as
Heinrich et al. (2004) had already demonstrated. After (partial)
success, we set out to determine the dipole sources of the N2 for both
speeds and whether they differed in location. Subsequently, we tried to
disentangle which (if any) N2 sub-components after different adaptation regimes were responsible for this location difference.

Materials and methods
Subjects
A total of 17 subjects participated in this study (six males and 11
females). One male and one female author participated as subjects but
all other 15 subjects were naive as to the purpose of the study. All
participants gave their written informed consent and the purpose of the
experiment was explained to them after the recordings. Naive subjects
were paid expenses. Experiments were in accordance with the
declaration of Helsinki (World Medical Association 2000) and the
protocol was approved by the ethical committee of the faculty of
Social and Behavioural Sciences of Utrecht University.
All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity and all
subjects were right-handed except for one female. The average age
was 22.2 years (SEM 1.2 years).

Stimuli
Stimuli were presented using Presentation software (Neurobehavioural
Systems, Albany, CA, USA) on a 19 inch LaCie electronblue IV
monitor (1024 · 768 pixels) with a refresh rate of 85 Hz at a distance
of 57 cm. The stimuli and their presentation were made to match those
used by (Heinrich et al., 2004).
A random pixel array (RPA) with a pixel size of 0.04 moved within
a round aperture of 24 diameter. The contrast of the RPA was 73%, at
which the space-averaged luminance was 18 cd ⁄ m2. In order to
reduce optokinetic nystagmus, a relatively large ﬁxation target (3 in
diameter) was centred on the pattern.

The RPA could move in either a leftwards or rightwards direction at
3.5 ⁄ s (slow) or 32 ⁄ s (fast). These speeds matched those used in the
experiment of Heinrich et al. (2004) and were chosen because they were
within the speed ranges that are processed by mostly slow or by
exclusively fast motion-processing channels, respectively (Verstraten
et al., 1998, 1999; van der Smagt et al., 1999; van de Grind et al., 2001).
Trials were presented in a cyclic design, starting with an adaptation
period of 2200 ms followed by an interstimulus interval of 500 ms
and ﬁnally a test period of 300 ms. During the adaptation period the
RPA could move at either low or high speed in a leftwards or
rightwards direction, or could remain stationary for the baseline
recordings. The duty cycle of the test stimulus (test duration as a
percentage of the total trial duration) was 10% to keep the effects of
motion adaptation by the test stimulus to a minimum (Bach & Ullrich,
1994; Hoffmann et al., 1999).
Trials were presented in single-adaptation-type blocks (200 trials
per block, except for one subject who was presented with only 150
trials per block). This ‘top-up’ adaptation ensured a deep adaptation
state throughout each block. To ensure a deep adaptation at the ﬁrst
trials of each block, every block was preceded by 30 s of non-stop
adaptation. Subjects were instructed to take a short break of at least
3 min between blocks to prevent fatigue and transfer of adaptation
onto the next block. Blocks were presented in a counterbalanced block
design, e.g. slow left adaptation, fast right adaptation, a double
baseline block, fast left adaptation and slow right adaptation. The
condition that was presented in the ﬁrst block (which decided the order
of the following blocks) was counterbalanced between subjects.
During the interstimulus interval, the RPA remained stationary for
500 ms and started moving again at the onset of the test period. The
test pattern could move either fast or slow and rightwards or leftwards,
regardless of the adaptation speed and direction. As responses to
leftwards and rightwards motion cannot be distinguished in the motion
VEP, trials were not discriminated on test motion direction per se.
Instead, trials were grouped according to the congruence of the
adaptation and test direction, i.e. test motion in either the same or the
opposite direction as the adaptation direction (Table 1).

Recordings
The recordings were performed in a darkened room. A chin rest was
placed in front of the monitor to ensure that subjects remained at a
viewing distance of 57 cm throughout the recordings. The EEG was
recorded from 59 Ag ⁄ Cl ring electrodes, which were mounted in an
elastic cap (Braincap, Brain Products, Germany). Scalp electrodes
were distributed according to a 10 ⁄ 10 system. Additional electrodes
included two electrodes above and below the left eye to record the
Table 1. Combinations of direction and speed of the adaptation and test
motions, resulting in 10 conditions (right column)
Adaptation speed

Test speed

Test direction*

Static (baseline)

Fast
Slow
Fast
Fast
Slow
Slow
Fast
Fast
Slow
Slow

n⁄a
n⁄a
Opposite
Same
Opposite
Same
Opposite
Same
Opposite
Same

Fast

Slow

*Compared with adaptation direction. n ⁄ a, not applicable.
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vertical electro-oculogram, two electrodes on the outer canthi of both
eyes for horizontal electro-oculogram and one grounding electrode,
located between Fpz and AFz. Resistance between skin and electrodes
was kept below 4 kW throughout the experiment. A BrainVision
Recorder (Brain Products) was used to sample and digitize the EEG at
1 kHz, ﬁlter (high-pass cutoff at 0.03 Hz, low-pass cutoff at 400 Hz
and a 50 Hz notch ﬁlter), and to store the data on hard disk for off-line
analysis. Electrode Cz was used as reference during the recordings.
Data were re-referenced ofﬂine to the average scalp potential for
further analysis.

and orientation of the dipoles were bilaterally symmetrically constrained.
None of the BESA models in this study had an RV above 8%.
Nevertheless, to prevent an oversimpliﬁcation of the models we also
investigated whether a double dipole-pair solution would yield better
source estimates. Interestingly, this double dipole-pair solution did not
appear superior to the single dipole-pair solution (see below).

Results
N2 amplitudes

VEP analysis
A BrainVision Analyser (Brain Products) was used for data analysis.
The EEG was segmented into stimulus-locked epochs of 500 ms
(100 ms before to 400 ms after test stimulus onset). Segments
containing blinks or eye movements (criteria were > 100 lV or
< )100 lV on the electro-oculogram channels), or artefacts (e.g. due
to movements of the jaw; criteria were > 120 lV or < )120 lV on any
EEG channel) within a time window of 100 ms before to 100 ms after
the test period were excluded from further analysis. For every subject,
the average evoked potential per condition was calculated. Finally,
average VEPs were ﬁltered (high-pass cutoff 0.05 Hz, low-pass cutoff
20 Hz, 12 dB ⁄ oct) and baseline corrected (i.e. VEPs from all scalp
electrodes were offset corrected so that their average potential from
100 to 0 ms before stimulus onset was 0 lV).
The EEG potentials evoked by motion are most pronounced at
occipital and occipito-parietal electrodes (Probst et al., 1993; Bach &
Ullrich, 1994; Hoffmann et al., 2001; Heinrich et al., 2004; Lorteije
et al., 2006). For this reason, eight posterior electrodes were selected
for analysis on peak amplitudes (PO7, PO3, POz, PO4, PO8, O2, Oz
and O1; see Fig. 4 for scalp locations of these electrodes). For every
subject the N2 peak values and corresponding latencies were
established at these electrode locations. As the N2 is often lateralized
to the left or right hemisphere across subjects (Andreassi & Juszczak,
1982), for every subject the two electrodes (or single electrode if slow
and fast motion responses were maximal at the same electrode
position) with maximal N2 amplitude for slow and fast motion
were selected for further analysis. To assess modulation of this N2, the
baseline N2 needed to be strong enough. Therefore, an acceptance
criterion was set. Only subjects with both high- and low-speed
baseline N2 amplitudes more negative than )2 lV were included in
further analysis. Only one subject was excluded based on this
criterion.

Source analysis
To locate the neuronal sources underlying fast and slow motion
processing, BESA (BESA 2.2, Scherg & Picton, 1991) was performed. The analysis included data from all scalp electrodes (not just
the eight posterior electrodes). BESA modelled the location, orientation and strength of equivalent intracranial dipole sources according to
the recorded scalp activity. The optimal dipole solution was found by
searching for a minimum in the residual variance (RV) function in a
3 ms window at the fast and slow latencies of the baseline (either for
grand average or for individual subjects). To reduce the probability of
interacting dipoles (i.e. adjacent dipoles with opposing high-amplitude
potential ﬁelds), the energy constraint of the BESA model was set to
20% (with the remaining 80% for the RV criterion), thus favouring
source solutions with relatively low dipole strengths (Berg & Scherg,
1994). Single dipole pairs were used for source models. The location

In the baseline condition (adaptation to a static pattern), test motion
patterns evoked a N2 at occipital electrodes for both high and low
speeds. These slow and fast baseline N2 amplitudes were established
for all subjects as the most negative amplitudes at one of the eight
posterior electrodes within a latency window of 150–210 ms after
stimulus onset. In order to establish modulation of the N2 amplitudes
due to adaptation, the baseline N2 peak amplitudes needed to be large
enough. For one subject the amplitude of the slow baseline N2 was
above the acceptance criterion of )2 lV ()0.4 lV for slow and
)2.1 lV for fast). Data from this subject were excluded from further
analysis. The average baseline peak amplitudes of the remaining 16
subjects were )4.8 lV (SEM 0.5 lV) at an average latency of 192 ms
(SEM 3.6 ms) for slow and )8.6 lV (SEM 0.9 lV) at a latency of
190.4 ms (SEM 3.2 ms) for fast motion.
The average evoked potential for both slow and fast baseline tests
across 16 subjects (grand average VEPs) was calculated (Fig. 1). The
N2 was visible at all posterior electrodes but was strongest at electrode
POz. The response to fast motion was stronger than the response to
slow motion at all electrodes. Interestingly, the VEPs did not fall back
to baseline level after the N2 but remained negative and even showed
another negative peak around 250 ms after stimulus onset. Peak N2
amplitudes for these grand average VEPs were )2.1 lV for the slow
baseline and )6.1 lV for the fast baseline. The maximum N2 of both
speeds occurred at electrode POz at a latency of 180 ms after stimulus
onset.
For both fast and slow tests after both fast and slow adaptation, the
grand average evoked potentials for motion in the same and opposite
direction as the adaptation direction were calculated. At electrode POz
(which had the strongest baseline N2), modulation of the N2 due to
adaptation was clearly visible for conditions with congruent adaptation
and test speed (Fig. 2, top left and bottom right panels). The results
showed two different effects of adaptation. First, there was a global
attenuation of VEPs, apparent for adaptation in both the opposite and
same direction as the test direction when compared with the baseline
VEPs. Second, the motion onset VEP that was adapted in the same
direction as the test direction was much more strongly attenuated than
the motion onset VEP that was adapted in the opposite direction,
which means that modulation due to adaptation was partly direction
selective.
In both conditions with incongruent adaptation and test speed
(Fig. 2, top right and bottom left panels), adaptation effects were
nearly absent. Only for fast tests following slow adaptation was the
same direction-adapted N2 slightly attenuated compared with the
baseline and opposite direction-adapted VEPs.
For 16 subjects, the N2 amplitudes for low and high test speeds
after all adaptation conditions were established at the two electrodes
(or single electrode if slow and fast motion responses for the baseline
condition were maximal at the same electrode position) at which the
individual slow and fast baseline N2s were at a maximum, in a latency
window of 20 ms before to 20 ms after the latency of the baseline N2.
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Fig. 1. The N2s within the grand average baseline evoked potentials (i.e. after adaptation to a stationary pattern) at eight posterior electrodes are stronger for fast
test motion (black line) than for slow test motion (grey lines). For both speeds the N2 had maximum amplitude at electrode POz at a latency of 180 ms after test
stimulus onset.

Individual N2 amplitudes after adaptation were normalized by
dividing by the corresponding slow or fast baseline amplitudes. Thus,
the modulation due to adaptation averaged over our population of
subjects for slow and fast N2 amplitudes could be compared (Fig. 3).
First, adaptation resulted in a direction-independent amplitude
reduction across most adaptation conditions compared with the
baseline amplitudes. The N2 amplitudes of all adaptation conditions
were compared with the corresponding fast or slow baseline in a
paired t-test (Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons). Indeed,
almost all adapted N2s were signiﬁcantly reduced compared with the
baseline N2 (P < 0.05 for all comparisons), except for the fast test N2,
which was preceded by a low adaptation speed in the opposite
direction (P ¼ 0.22).
Second, when the adapting and test motion had congruent speeds,
differences in reduction between test motion in the same vs. opposite
direction as the adaptation direction were found (Fig. 3, top left and
bottom right panels). Paired t-tests showed that, for both slow and fast
N2s adapted by congruent speeds, these differences were signiﬁcant
(P < 0.0001 for both comparisons).
In contrast to the data from Heinrich et al. (2004), the amplitude to
high-speed onset after slow adaptation (incongruent speeds) was also

signiﬁcantly different between the same vs. opposite direction
(P ¼ 0.006, Fig. 3, bottom left). However, this cross-speed adaptation
was much weaker than the congruent-speed adaptations, as the N2 of
the same direction was reduced by only 14% compared with the N2 of
the opposite direction test. In contrast, N2 reduction was 59 and 44%
for slow and fast tests, respectively, after congruent speed adaptation.
Only for the low-speed test after high-speed adaptation was there no
signiﬁcant difference in amplitude between directions (P ¼ 0.100,
Fig. 3, top right).
In the previous analysis the electrode that was chosen to perform the
calculations could be different for fast and slow tests. Therefore, we
also compared N2 amplitudes for the same and opposite tests for a
single electrode at which the baseline grand average N2 for both
speeds was strongest (POz) and also for the average N2 across all
eight posterior electrodes. Both comparisons showed the same
signiﬁcant differences between the same and opposite directions.
Again, N2 amplitudes for both low and high speeds adapted by
congruent speeds differed signiﬁcantly (P < 0.0001 for both comparisons), whereas the amplitude for the high speed after slow adaptation
(incongruent speeds) was also signiﬁcantly different between the same
vs. opposite direction (P ¼ 0.004).
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Fig. 2. The N2s of slow and fast test motion are modulated by the preceding adaptation when the adapting and test motion are of congruent speed (¼) but less so
when the speeds of the adaptation and test differ (X). This modulation is stronger for test motion in the same direction as the adapting motion (grey lines) than for test
motion in the opposite direction as the adapting motion (black lines), compared with the baseline responses (patterned lines).

Source analysis of baseline N2s
For both unadapted baseline grand averages, the scalp distribution in a
3 ms window around the peak amplitude latency (180 ms for both
speeds) was established (Fig. 4). The response to fast motion was
stronger than the response to slow motion. Further, the scalp
distribution of the high-speed response had a much sharper gradient
than the wider low-speed scalp potential distribution.
These scalp distributions were used for source modelling of the
neuronal sources underlying the N2s. The data could be well ﬁtted in a
symmetrical dipole model. The RV was the percentage of the scalp
data that could not be explained by the model. Therefore, the lower the
RV, the better the model ﬁtted the data. The RV for the slow baseline
source model was 2.44% and the RV for the fast baseline source
model was 1.72%, which means that both were excellent ﬁts.
Source analysis revealed that the high-speed N2 arose from neural
structures that were located posterior, dorsal and medial from the

areas underlying the low-speed N2 (Fig. 4). To statistically test this
trend, source analysis was performed on the individual N2 scalp
distributions at the corresponding individual latencies. Gradients
within the scalp data of two subjects were too weak to deliver valid
source localization for the slow motion condition. Source locations
of these subjects were excluded from statistical analysis that
compared locations for fast and slow baseline N2s and those that
compared locations of the slow baseline N2 with (slow) adapted
sources. Individual x, y and z coordinates (see Fig. 4 for an
explanation of these axes) for slow and fast motion onset were
compared in a multivariate test (repeated-measures anova) with
speed (2) as within-subjects factor and coordinates (3) as measures.
The difference in location for the baseline response of the two
speeds was signiﬁcant (for N ¼ 14, Hotelling Trace, F3,11 ¼ 5.108,
P ¼ 0.019). A univariate test revealed that this difference was not
signiﬁcant for any of the three axes separately (Greenhouse-Geisser
corrected P-values, 0.055, 0.067 and 0.080 for x, y and z axes,
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Fig. 3. The average normalized N2 amplitudes for low and high test speeds after adaptation at low or high adaptation speeds in the same or opposite direction as the
preceding adaptation. Amplitudes were normalized for each subject by dividing through the corresponding slow or fast baseline N2 amplitude. *Signiﬁcant
differences in amplitude between opposite and same motion directions.

respectively), which means that the signiﬁcant deviation between the
two conditions should be attributed to a combination of differences
along the three axes.

Source analysis of N2 adaptation
Although the differences in baseline N2 sources reﬂect different
activated motion areas, they also reﬂect non-motion processing. To
more speciﬁcally isolate motion processing, the VEP that was
adapted by motion in the same direction was subtracted from its
corresponding baseline VEP (i.e. with the same speed) for low and
high test speeds (Fig. 5). Only tests with the same speed as the
preceding adaptation were included in this subtraction and crossspeed adaptations were excluded. This difference reﬂected the
maximum adaptation, encompassing both direction- and speedspeciﬁc components. Source locations of the grand average of these
difference potentials showed the same trend as the baseline sources
along the x, y and z axes, i.e. the high-speed N2 arose from neural
structures that were located posterior and medial, and slightly dorsal,
from the areas that processed the low-speed N2. The RV for the
slow-source solution was 1.2% and the RV for the fast-source model
was 0.8%. Multivariate analysis on the individual sources revealed
that locations were indeed signiﬁcantly different (N ¼ 16, Hotelling
Trace. F3,13 ¼ 6.462, P ¼ 0.007). Univariate analysis indicated that
differences were signiﬁcant along the x axis (Greenhouse-Geisser
P ¼ 0.025) and along the y axis (Greenhouse-Geisser P ¼ 0.001)
but not along the z axis (Greenhouse-Geisser P ¼ 0.345). The slight
differences between this pattern of results and that for the baseline
N2 suggests that the latter does reﬂect more than adaptable motiondependent responses.

Direction-independent adaptation
The baseline minus same subtraction reﬂects both direction-dependent
and -independent motion-dependent responses, which could well

originate from different areas, the geometrical average of which is
estimated as the baseline minus same adapted source. To reduce the
direction-speciﬁc contribution of the adaptation and to focus more on
the speed-dependent part of the adapted N2, we subtracted the
opposite-adapted N2 from the baseline N2. As directionally-dependent
responses would be present in both N2s, they would be strongly
reduced in the subtraction N2. This N2 would then mainly reﬂect a
non-directional adaptation component. Source localization revealed
that these direction-independent components were even more strongly
divided for responses to slow and fast motion (Fig. 6), and apparently
also lateralized. The RV for the slow source model was 2.76% and the
RV for the fast model was 7.59%. Individual sources were again
established to statistically quantify this difference. No reliable sources
could be obtained for one subject in the fast condition and one subject
in the slow condition. Therefore, these subjects were excluded from
statistical comparisons regarding these sources. The sources of the
remaining subjects were compared, again in multivariate and univariate tests, and revealed a signiﬁcant difference in location between
responses to slow and fast speeds (multivariate, N ¼ 14, Hotelling
Trace, F3,11 ¼ 7.842, P ¼ 0.004). Locations differed along the x and y
axes but not along the z axis (Greenhouse-Geisser P-values, 0.013,
0.007 and 0.373, respectively).

Source analysis of direction-dependent N2 adaptation
To investigate whether direction-selective processing occurs in
different areas for low and high speeds, the difference potentials
between tests in opposite vs. same direction as the adaptation were
established for both low and high speeds (Fig. 7). These difference
potentials again only included tests with the same speed as the
preceding adaptation, thus excluding cross-speed adaptations. As this
subtraction eliminated common components of the opposite- and
same-adapted response, only the N2 components that were directionally adapted were reﬂected (as they are present in the opposite-adapted
but not in the same-adapted response).
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Fig. 4. The grand average scalp maps (N ¼ 14) of the slow and fast baseline VEPs at 180 ms after stimulus onset are shown in the left and middle panel (see icon
for the type of comparison; the icon does not depict the actual N2s for any particular electrode in this condition). Individual scalp distributions formed the basis for
source localization of these baseline responses (right panel). The lines indicate the 95% certainty range of the individual source estimates in the x, y and z directions
(dark grey, high speed; light grey, low speed). The relative strength of the dipoles is represented by the thickness of the lines. A slight right-hemisphere advantage as
reported by Niedeggen & Wist (1999) is apparent for the sources for both fast motion and, to a lesser extent, slow motion. Sources for fast motion were located more
medial and slightly more posterior and dorsal than slow motion sources. The x, y and z axes are shown in the righthand panel. The eight posterior electrodes that were
used in N2 amplitude analysis are marked with black dots in the scalp distribution maps.

Source localization of the grand average difference potential was
performed for the same latency window as the baseline model (180 ms
for both speeds). BESA analysis revealed that directionally selective
adaptation arose from the same or from closely located areas for both
slow- and fast-speed processing. The RV for the slow source model
was 2.8% and the RV for the fast model was 1.7%. Multivariate
analysis on the individual sources revealed that they did not differ in
location for high or low speeds (N ¼ 16, Hotelling Trace,
F3,13 ¼ 0.496, P ¼ 0.691). The combination of direction-dependentand direction-independent-adapted sources seems to be consistent with
a geometrical average as reﬂected in the baseline minus same adapted
estimated source.
Individual locations of the sources underlying the N2 directionspeciﬁc adaptations for low and high speeds were compared with the
locations of the baseline N2 sources in multivariate and univariate
tests. For low speeds, locations of baseline N2 activation and of N2
(direction-dependent) adaptation differed signiﬁcantly (N ¼ 14 high
speed, Hotelling Trace, F3,11 ¼ 12.33, P ¼ 0.001). Slow sources
differed signiﬁcantly along the y and z axes (Greenhouse-Geisser
P-values < 0.001) but not along the x axis (Greenhouse-Geisser
P ¼ 0.571). For high speeds, locations of baseline N2 activation
and direction-dependent N2 adaptation did not differ signiﬁcantly
(Hotelling Trace, F3,11 ¼ 3.353, P ¼ 0.059).

Comparison of directionally-dependent and -independent
N2 adaptation
The direction-independent N2 adaptation revealed different sources for
slow and fast motion processing but the direction-dependent N2
adaptation appeared to occur at the same location for both speeds. To test
whether these two adaptation conditions were anatomically separate, we
compared for both speeds the location of the direction-dependent vs.
-independent N2 adaptation. For both high and low speeds, multivariate
tests revealed that direction-dependent and -independent adaptation of
the N2 occurred at different locations (N ¼ 15; fast: Hotelling Trace,
F3,12 ¼ 8.553, P ¼ 0.003; slow: Hotelling Trace, F3,12 ¼ 5.349,
P ¼ 0.014). For high speed, this difference occurred mainly along the
z axis (Greenhouse-Geisser P-value ¼ 0.002) but also along the x and y
axes (Greenhouse-Geisser P-values, 0.035 and 0.037, respectively).
For low speed this difference was only signiﬁcant for the z axis
(P-value ¼ 0.001) and not along the x and y axes (Greenhouse-Geisser
P-values, 0.291 and 0.204, respectively).

Single vs. multiple dipole pairs
As it is possible that more than a single area is involved in (lowand ⁄ or high-speed) motion processing, it could be argued that our
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Fig. 5. Grand average scalp maps and source localizations for baseline VEPs ) VEPs adapted in the same direction (see icon for comparison) identiﬁed the cortical
regions underlying the maximum adaptation for low and high speeds (N ¼ 16). Differences along the x and y axes were statistically signiﬁcant. (Same conventions as
Fig. 4.) As in Fig. 4, sources appear slightly stronger in the right hemisphere.

bilaterally constrained single dipole-pair model may have yielded
oversimpliﬁed results. To address this possible confound, we reanalysed our comparisons with a bilaterally constrained double dipole-pair
model. As can be expected when the degrees of freedom in a model
are increased, the RV of the model decreased (compared with the
single dipole-pair model). However, the additional dipoles were
mostly frontal (not a likely location for motion processing) and much
lower in strength than the original dipole solutions. Most importantly,
the original sources from the two-dipole model did not differ
signiﬁcantly in location from their remodelled locations in the fourdipole model (F < 2.777, P > 0.083 for all comparisons; F < 1.888,
P > 0.19 for all but the former).

Discussion
Direction- and speed-specific N2 adaptation
The EEG potentials evoked by the onset of slow- and fast-moving
RPAs were recorded. These test RPAs were preceded by an adaptation
period during which an RPA was presented that could (i) remain static
for the unadapted baseline conditions, (ii) move at high speed (32 ⁄ s)
and (iii) move at low speed (3.5 ⁄ s). The moving RPAs could move in

the same or opposite direction as the test RPA. The two speeds were
chosen based on psychophysical studies of the MAE, according to
which motion at these speeds is processed, respectively, by strictly
high temporal frequency channels and mainly low temporal frequency
channels (Verstraten et al., 1998, 1999; van der Smagt et al., 1999).
VEPs contained a typical negative peak between 150 and 200 ms,
which was named the N2. Amplitudes and source estimates of N2s
evoked by slow and fast motion after different adaptation conditions
were compared.
The N2 was followed by an extra negative peak at approximately
250 ms after stimulus onset. This peak may correspond to a parietooccipital negativity that occurs around 300 ms after stimulus onset and
has been shown to represent subjective perception of visual motion
perception, irrespective of the physical properties of the stimulus
(Haarmeier & Thier, 1998). In contrast to the current study, this peak
was much less pronounced in the results of Heinrich et al. (2004),
even though visual stimulation and instructions in both studies were
closely matched. Here, however, we focus on modulation of the N2 by
motion adaptation.
The amplitude of the N2 was modulated by the preceding
adaptation, which indicates that this peak mainly reﬂects motion
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Fig. 6. Grand average scalp maps and source localizations for baseline VEPs ) VEPs adapted in the opposite direction (see icon for comparison) revealed
signiﬁcant differences in neural structures for direction-independent adaptation (N ¼ 14). Adapted regions for the N2 evoked by low speeds were signiﬁcantly more
anterior and lateral compared with adapted regions for N2s evoked by high speeds. (Same conventions as Fig. 4.)

processing, as has been shown in several studies (Bach & Ullrich,
1994; Niedeggen & Wist, 1998; Hoffmann et al., 2001; Heinrich
et al., 2004; Muller et al., 2004; Lorteije et al., 2006, 2007). In
concurrence with the results from Heinrich et al. (2004), modulation
of the test N2 depended on both the speed and direction of the
adapting motion. However, in addition to the direction-speciﬁc
adaptation for conditions with congruent adaptation and test speed,
also found by Heinrich et al. (2004), a much smaller but signiﬁcant
direction-speciﬁc adaptation was found for high speeds that were
preceded by a low-speed adaptation. Only low speeds that were
preceded by high-speed adaptation did not contain this directionspeciﬁc adaptation.
Thus, these results corroborate in part the ﬁndings of Heinrich
et al. (2004) of separate processing of slow and fast motion. The
additional direction-speciﬁc attenuation of the fast motion response
by slow motion adaptation revealed that the speed ranges of the two
channels are not completely distinct. Instead, the high-speed evoked
N2 arose from direction-selective neural structures that were also
involved in direction-selective processing of slow motion. In
contrast, the low-speed N2 arose mainly from direction-selective
neurones that were not involved in direction-selective processing of
fast motion. This result is in accordance with psychophysical data,
which have revealed that the suggested low-speed motion channel

has a tuning range for speeds below 25 ⁄ s and peaking around
3 ⁄ s, whereas the suggested high-speed motion channel has a higher
range from below 1 ⁄ s up to 80 ⁄ s (Verstraten et al., 1998; van de
Grind et al., 2001; Curran & Benton, 2006). Due to this overlap, a
single intermediate speed can evoke a transparent MAE on a test
pattern containing both slow and fast randomly moving dots (Curran
& Benton, 2006).
In other words, the high speed used in the current experiments fell
well outside the speed-tuning range of the low-speed channel, whereas
the low speed used still fell within the (much broader) speed-tuning
range of the high-speed channel and thus caused a certain degree of
adaptation. However, this cross-speed N2 reduction is much smaller in
amplitude than the congruent-speed N2 reductions. Thus, it may have
been insigniﬁcant in the study of Heinrich et al. (2004), whereas the
congruent reductions found in that study did reach signiﬁcance. The
current study used more electrodes for a more optimal N2 recording
and a larger number of participants, which probably yielded sufﬁcient
statistical power to detect this smaller reduction.
It should be noted that the baseline condition in the present
experiment may not be completely unadapted, as here adaptation was
to a static pattern that also adapts motion channels (e.g. van de Grind
et al., 2004; van Boxtel et al., 2006). This especially holds for the low
speeds, for which the baseline N2 amplitude was indeed lower than
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Fig. 7. Grand average scalp maps and source localizations for VEPs adapted in the opposite direction ) VEPs adapted in the same direction (see icon for
comparison) revealed no differences in neural structures for direction-dependent adaptation (N ¼ 16). (Same conventions as Fig. 4.)

that for the high speed used. This might also have implications for the
size of the direction-independent adaptation effect but should not
affect the size of the direction-dependent adaptation or the source
localizations of any condition.
Different cortical areas are involved in processing of low
and high speeds
Source localization of the baseline responses to fast and slow motion
revealed that their corresponding N2s arose from different areas (see
Table 2 for a summary of the comparisons for all conditions).
Sources contributing to the N2 response to slow motion onset were
found more anterior, lateral and slightly more ventral than sources
underlying the N2 response to fast motion onset (see Fig. 4). [It is
important to note that, rather than identifying exact anatomical
regions, BESA can deliver relative locations of neuronal sources.
Source locations of N2 responses to low- and high-speed motion
(and their adaptation) can thus be compared but without reference to
speciﬁc cortical areas.]

The N2 response can be divided into three sub-components: a nonadaptable contributor and two, probably distinct, adaptable contributors, one independent of adaptation direction and one depending on
adaptation direction (e.g. Hoffmann et al., 2001; Heinrich et al.,
2004). Subtraction of the maximally adapted potentials (same speed
and same direction) from baseline potentials eliminates responses from
areas that were not adapted, leaving only response areas adapted by
motion. These areas differed for low and high speeds along the x and y
axes, and showed nearly the same pattern as the baseline sources; fast
motion adaptation occurred more medial and posterior than slow
motion adaptation, only the dorsal ⁄ ventral divergence was not
signiﬁcant (see Fig. 5).
Having established that areas that were adapted by our motion
stimulus differed in location for low and high speeds, we further
analysed whether direction-independent or -dependent adaptation (or
both) gave rise to this source location difference. Our results show that
direction-independent adaptation appears to be the main contributor
to the difference in location of the sources underlying the motion
onset VEP (N2 component). Sources for direction-independent N2
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Table 2. Summary of dipole source localizations and comparisons
Slow

Fast

Condition

Comparison

x

y

z

x

y

z

Baseline
Full adaptation
Direction-independent adaptation
Direction-dependent adaptation

Baseline N2
Baseline N2 ) same adaptation
Baseline N2 ) opposite adaptation
Opposite adapt ) same adaptation
Baseline vs. direction-dependent
Direction-independent vs. direction-dependent

)0.3
)0.3
)0.4
)0.3
–
–

)0.5
)0.3
)0.2
)0.3
*
–

0
0.1
0.1
0.3
*
*

)0.2
)0.2
)0.2
)0.3
–
*

)0.5
)0.5
)0.5
)0.3
–
*

0.2
0.2
0
0.3
–
*

Signiﬁcant
difference
*
*
*
–

The x, y and z coordinates are from BESA analyses. *Signiﬁcant difference between source locations (multivariate or univariate along at least one dimension).

adaptation for slow test motion were signiﬁcantly more anterior and
lateral compared with sources for fast test motion (see Fig. 6).
Sources for direction-dependent N2 adaptation to low and high
speeds, however, did not appear to originate from different locations
(see Fig. 7). This might be partly attributed to the low spatial
resolution of VEP source modelling and the fact that the directionspeciﬁc N2 reduction is a much weaker signal than, for instance, the
unsubtracted baseline N2 as fewer neurones are represented in this
signal. However, spatial resolution was high enough to discriminate
between these sources of direction-dependent adaptation and the
sources of the direction-independent adaptation, which indicates that
the spatial resolution and signal strength are indeed strong enough for
reliable source estimates and that at least one area processes motion
direction at both low and high speeds.
The N2 amplitude reduction due to adaptation already revealed that
speed tuning of the fast motion channel was broad and overlapped
with tuning of the slow motion channel. Therefore, it could be argued
that the fast motion channel contributes to both fast- and (perhaps to a
lesser extent) slow-adapted N2s, thus ‘pulling’ the source estimates for
both speeds together. Moreover, these sources were obtained from the
difference potential of the opposite- and same-adapted N2s, and,
although this difference is similar in strength, the absolute response
from this area to low and high speeds may differ.

Motion vs. flicker adaptation
It might be argued that the different areas underlying directionindependent fast and slow adaptation are not areas sensitive to motion
information per se but rather areas that respond to ﬂicker (e.g.
Hoffmann et al., 2001; Maurer & Bach, 2003; Heinrich, 2007).
However, we propose a different interpretation, at least for our stimuli.
The dense RPAs used in our experiments contain many spurious
motion signals from frame to frame. A single shift of all pixels in such
an RPA will cause a large amount of motion energy in the direction of
the shift and will thus excite a large number of motion sensors tuned to
that direction ⁄ speed combination. However, many more direction ⁄ speed combinations are present in such a two-frame display,
due to all the different possible correspondences. In a prolonged
exposure to such a display, many local motion sensors will be excited
and, to a certain extent, adapted. However, this adaptation will be less
strong and for all directions (and speeds). It is only at the stage where
a strict motion opponency kicks in [presumably at or above the middle
temporal region (MT)] or in regions with cells with much larger
receptive ﬁelds (or more tuned to global motion) that this local motion
adaptation will have lost its inﬂuence.
Moreover, the frame-to-frame refresh frequency of our stimuli was
identical in the low- and high-speed conditions, as were the
broadband spatial characteristics of each frame. The space ⁄ time

relationship, i.e. the step size of the coherent displacement of the
pixels, is the only physical difference between the slow and fast
stimuli in our experiment. If the opposite-direction condition would
only adapt a ‘ﬂicker’ mechanism, low- and high-speed oppositedirection stimulation should result in adaptation of exactly the same
neural substrate. Hence, a ﬂicker mechanism cannot explain the
different source localizations for direction-independent adaptation
shown in Fig. 6.

N2 source locations
The relative locations of dipole sources for slow- and fast-motion N2s
are very interesting, as the anterior ⁄ posterior difference is opposite to
what could be expected based on extracellular recordings in macaques,
which revealed that neurones in the posterior primary visual area
detect directional differences at lower speeds than neurones in the
relatively more anterior MT (e.g. Mikami et al., 1986; Churchland
et al., 2005). Additionally, the macaque area MT shows a stronger
functional MRI (fMRI) BOLD response when presented with fast
motion (8 ⁄ s) than when presented with slow motion (4 ⁄ s) (Nelissen
et al., 2006). In humans, BOLD responses in visual areas have also
been compared. Chawla et al. (1998, 1999) have shown increased
BOLD activation (compared with stationary stimuli) in all areas tested
for all speeds used (up to 60 ⁄ s). Activity in the primary visual area
was shown to decrease with increasing stimulus speed, whereas for
instance area V3a and MT appeared tuned to intermediate speeds (MT
tuned to slightly higher speeds than V3a). The speed ranges reported
are variable and appear to differ between the two studies (from
between 7 ⁄ s and 30 ⁄ s to between 4 ⁄ s and 16 ⁄ s in the latter
study). As the fMRI data comparing speed tuning in different brain
areas are sparse and show such variable outcomes, it would be useful
to implement an fMRI-adaptation paradigm to complement the results
reported here.

Disentangling direction-dependent and -independent motion
processing for both speeds
For N2s in response to both slow and fast motion, source locations for
direction-independent adaptation were signiﬁcantly more ventral
compared with source locations for direction-dependent adaptation.
This is of interest as the cortical visual system is generally assumed to
be divided into two major pathways: a more dorsal visual stream, often
referred to as the ‘where’ pathway, and a more ventral visual stream,
often referred to as the ‘what’ pathway (e.g. Ungerleider & Mishkin,
1982). The transient response characteristics of the dorsal pathway vs.
the sustained response characteristics of the ventral pathway suggest
that this division across the two cortical streams may correspond to a
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division in earlier stages of visual processing that are divided across,
respectively, a magnocellular and a parvocellular route (e.g. DeYoe &
Van Essen, 1988). The transient vs. sustained response characteristics
indicate that this division may underlie the separate high- and lowspeed channels. This notion might explain various psychophysical
results on the static and dynamic MAEs (Verstraten et al., 1998; van
der Smagt et al., 1999), different binocular rivalry stages for low- and
high-speed motion (van de Grind et al., 2001), and interaction
between colour and motion processing (Gegenfurtner & Hawken,
1996).
The present data, however, do not support such a simple slow-toventral and fast-to-dorsal mapping, as direction-dependent adaptation
was found in more dorsal areas for both low and high speeds.
Direction-independent adaptation still allows for slow-to-ventral and
fast-to-dorsal mapping, and this adaptation may be qualitatively
different from direction-dependent adaptation. Our ﬁndings thus
suggest a division of motion processing along a more ventral
direction-independent pathway for low speeds and a more dorsal
direction-dependent pathway for both high and low speeds. As N2
amplitudes were modulated in a combined speed-and-directiondependent manner, this reveals that more dorsal visual areas may
process both low and high speeds but that this process occurs
separately within different neural populations. Based on the dorsal
location of these sources, they may represent dorsal motion areas such
as area MT.
It has been postulated that the dorsal high-frequency channel
processes motion information, whereas the ventral low-frequency
channel is involved in pattern and shape processing (Kulikowski,
1971; Georgeson, 1985; van de Grind et al., 2001). This idea
corresponded to work by Probst et al. (1993), who showed that
both motion onset and pattern reversal (which is a directionindependent ‘motion’ stimulus) evoked an N2 peak. Sources for
pattern onset were more anterior and medial compared with
sources for motion onset. In addition, different sources for different
types of motion (e.g. translation vs. rotation) have recently been
demonstrated (e.g. Wang et al., 1999; Delon-Martin et al., 2006).
Source activity due to motion onset as recorded with magnetoencephalograms also reveals temporal occipital sources but with the
most prominent peaks occurring between 200 and 300 ms (Amano
et al., 2006), which is later than the N2 peak as recorded with
EEG.
As has been suggested by van de Grind et al. (2001), a ventral
motion pathway may be vital for obtaining structure from motion. In
addition, it may correspond to the dynamic form pathway as
postulated by Zeki (1993), for which area V3 has been proposed to
be an important processing stage (Zeki, 1993; Gegenfurtner et al.,
1997). Support for this notion comes from a study by Wang et al.
(1999), who demonstrated strong dipole sources in ventral areas in
response to form-from-motion stimuli and much weaker dipole
sources in response to pure motion stimuli, whereas dorsal dipole
sources responded strongly to both.
Even though direction-dependent adaptation mainly affected the N2
components arising from the dorsal visual pathway, this does not
necessarily rule out any direction sensitivity in the ventral stream.
Direction sensitivity may be much stronger in the dorsal stream, thus
‘pulling’ the direction-dependent dipole sources toward the dorsal
stream.
In conclusion, we have shown, for the ﬁrst time, physiological
evidence that motion with low speed is processed along the ventral
pathway, whereas the dorsal motion-processing pathway has a
much larger range of speed tuning and is divided into two neural
(sub-)populations.
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